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I have book-worthy dreams…
Posted by 01 - 07 Jun 2022 11:23
_____________________________________

And Shavuos night I dreamt that I broke my 100 day streak

And I was very sad

And once I woke up:

1. I realized I don’t have a 100 day streak in GYE. More like 10 days.

2. I didn’t break it. ‘Twas a dream.

3. I do have a 100 day streak, but in a completely different world (Duolingo).

Stay tuned for the next episode of DreamsBy1

========================================================================
====

Re: I have book-worthy dreams…
Posted by 01 - 28 Jun 2022 04:09
_____________________________________

I dreamt that my basement was infested by cats, cockroaches, and ants.

It was a very long Shabbos, and while I was simply trying to kill time outside my house, a few
cats passed by (hence the cats), and a cockroach died at my door (hence the roaches) and a
bunch of ants were going across the entrance stairs (hence the ants)

And in the dream I tried poisoning everything and then the cats were like “is that supposed to
work on us too..?” And I was like “uh oh”

========================================================================
====
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Re: I have book-worthy dreams…
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 28 Jun 2022 10:50
_____________________________________

Do you dream in binary too?

========================================================================
====

Re: I have book-worthy dreams…
Posted by sleepy - 28 Jun 2022 13:52
_____________________________________

01 wrote on 28 Jun 2022 04:09:

I dreamt that my basement was infested by cats, cockroaches, and ants.

It was a very long Shabbos, and while I was simply trying to kill time outside my house, a few
cats passed by (hence the cats), and a cockroach died at my door (hence the roaches) and a
bunch of ants were going across the entrance stairs (hence the ants)

And in the dream I tried poisoning everything and then the cats were like “is that supposed to
work on us too..?” And I was like “uh oh”

chalma tova chazita!

,chalma tova chazita!

,chalma tova chazita,!

========================================================================
====

Re: I have book-worthy dreams…
Posted by 01 - 29 Jun 2022 02:37
_____________________________________

Ha! Not yet, gonna let you know...
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========================================================================
====

Re: I have book-worthy dreams…
Posted by 01 - 29 Jun 2022 02:42
_____________________________________

Episode 3

I dreamt that I was losing a bunch of teeth, one after another, and my mom was not impressed,
because I have had trouble keeping my teeth clean in the past...

?Also, I was in bed, and there was no walls around my room, and I was in a garden or "in the
woods", and a Shwartze was walking back and forth in front of my bed, wanting to fight, and I
was half fighting him off and half hiding under my blanket.

Also: I dreamt that I had an invisibility cloak, which covered everything but one of my eyes, so if
I closed that one, I was completely invisible but could not see (I think), while if I kept it open, I
could see, but could not be seen (for it was a semi-transparent/translucent eye)

Yes, I often have multiple dreams per night, and wake up remembering many of them.

========================================================================
====

Re: I have book-worthy dreams…
Posted by Zedj - 29 Jun 2022 05:49
_____________________________________

01 wrote on 29 Jun 2022 02:42:

Episode 3

I dreamt that I was losing a bunch of teeth, one after another, and my mom was not impressed,
because I have had trouble keeping my teeth clean in the past...
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?Also, I was in bed, and there was no walls around my room, and I was in a garden or "in the
woods", and a Shwartze was walking back and forth in front of my bed, wanting to fight, and I
was half fighting him off and half hiding under my blanket.

Also: I dreamt that I had an invisibility cloak, which covered everything but one of my eyes, so if
I closed that one, I was completely invisible but could not see (I think), while if I kept it open, I
could see, but could not be seen (for it was a semi-transparent/translucent eye)

Yes, I often have multiple dreams per night, and wake up remembering many of them.

I cant wait for episode 4!

========================================================================
====

Re: I have book-worthy dreams…
Posted by 01 - 11 Jul 2022 05:53
_____________________________________

EP.4

Dreamt that I broke my braces while trying to take them off to show them to someone, and was
quite mortified (they are pretty expensive…)

Also dreamt that I was arguing with my dentist as far as how effective - or lack thereof - the
braces have been so far 

Also dreamt that I had a little baby boy (keep in mind, I’m not married yet, nor engaged, but
cannot wait! He was so cute…)

========================================================================
====
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Re: I have book-worthy dreams…
Posted by 01 - 17 Jul 2022 05:18
_____________________________________

5th Epizod

Part 1

Dreamt that I was in Russia and that, due to its geographical position, Friday night at about
1-2AM, the clock changed back 5 hours, so basically Friday night was endless, and I was at a
"Bein" with a bunch of guys that I didn't really know, and somehow they were all familiar with the
5h concept, and I was not, so all were calm except for me!

Part 2

I also dreamt that I had to fly back home (as in to my parents home), which I really didn't want to
(this is true - very long story, but I do not want to be back in my parents house - unless I have a
clear plan on when and how I will leave. Was stuck there for a looong time...), but I ended up
not flying, because of my (real) fear of flying (I should note that in a different occasion in the
past, I did B"H overcome my fear and did fly, although oh boy was it hell on earth heaven...),
however I did lose my suitcase because I had somehow already given it in for check-in, and was
looking for it everywhere, running from worker to worker, from help booth to office to upstairs
to downstairs, and nothing.

In the end I somehow figured out that it was (or might have been) at the "arrivals", which
you obviously cannot go to if you are flying out, so, I walked out of the entire airport complex,
and went in to the Arrivals from the outside (which you might know is strictly not allowed for
various security reasons), and then security started chasing me, I somehow kept running and
running, and then... I woke up.

Part 3

I also dreamt (either before above dream, or a different night) that I had landed somehow on a
not tznius game online where every square you managed to split into 4, would turn into a not
tznius picture, and the smaller you split the squares and repeated the process, the more not
tznius the pics, and I kept trying to play without looking at the screen because I didn't want to
break my clean days streak...
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Part 4: Grand Finale

Last but not least: this one would require way more time to type than I have... but I will try my
best.

?I find myself in the middle of the ocean, swimming statically (basically staying afloat without
any boat or equipment, but without trying to swim in any direction)

The water and the weather are very cold, but somehow I am fine.

?I then see a whole bunch (dressed) women, all somehow holding onto each other, to form all
together, a huge "Ches" shape, like a rainbow kind of.

They clearly must working extremely hard to do so, and when I ask them how they do it - and all
with a smile - they tell me "we got to put bread on the table somehow. Everyone does this!". 

I then look around and see a whole bunch of people in all kinds of "shapes" (by holding onto
each other somehow), all over the place. On the water, under water (not sure how they were
breathing, but in the dream they were fine...), and even floating mid-air off the water and high up
in the sky too.

All perfectly made-up (as in with make-up) and all forcing a smile, even though clearly
exhausted.

Some of the "shapes" move, such as rotating like the ride of fake horses that "walk" in a circle
with kids on them, which of course is even more exhausting - makes you tired just looking at it!

?I then discover that the evil owner of the entire business that somehow makes money by
forcing people to do all this crazy stuff is someone I know in real life, who is in fact not very
nice...
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(Insert transition here)

In the same night, I somehow changed chapter (but not completely, still at the water...)...

I'm at the beach, on the roof of a very wide and not so tall building. I see a bunch of guys and
girls walking around it, bored, on the sand, basically looking for ways to show off and impress
each other.

One of them tries to do a flip or some other cool move, and by mistake pushes another into the
water, but there are huge sharp rocks right off the ground they are walking on, and the guy
falling head first, right towards the rocks, at the last second turns himself towards the water, and
only hits the rocks with his side, then slides into the water, quickly comes back above the
surface, and starts cursing the guy out for doing something so reckless... the guys and girls
have very mixed reactions to the whole episode.

Then somehow it became that they knew I'm watching them from the roof, they start coming for
me, I run, then somehow I get stung by some fish or sea life, and get a whole bunch of huge
scary black bubbles on my fingers and...

I woke up. Scared as heck. Checking my fingers (which B"H were perfectly fine) like ten times,
trying to figure out where the blisters/bubbles were/went...

B"H, it was all a dream.

========================================================================
====

Re: I have book-worthy dreams…
Posted by iLoveHashem247 - 19 Dec 2022 01:12
_____________________________________

Do you like to watch scary movies?

========================================================================
====
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Re: I have book-worthy dreams…
Posted by 01010101 - 19 Dec 2022 02:08
_____________________________________

No, I hate movies and never watch them. At most, YouTube videos. But not scary stuff.

========================================================================
====

Re: I have book-worthy dreams…
Posted by iLoveHashem247 - 19 Dec 2022 02:58
_____________________________________

Me too, I saw a few scary movies in my life and they’re still really scary when I remember them

========================================================================
====

Re: I have book-worthy dreams…
Posted by doingtshuva - 19 Dec 2022 21:52
_____________________________________

I wish porn would be scary and bloody. No would dear watch them.

Who knows ?

========================================================================
====

Re: I have book-worthy dreams…
Posted by jackthejew - 19 Dec 2022 21:53
_____________________________________

doingtshuva wrote on 19 Dec 2022 21:52:

I wish porn would be scary and bloody. No would dear watch them.

Who knows ?

I've watched plenty of scary and some bloody
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========================================================================
====

Re: I have book-worthy dreams…
Posted by Human being - 20 Dec 2022 03:45
_____________________________________

jackthejew wrote on 19 Dec 2022 21:53:

doingtshuva wrote on 19 Dec 2022 21:52:

I wish porn would be scary and bloody. No would dear watch them.

Who knows ?

I've watched plenty of scary and some bloody

Copy paste

========================================================================
====
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